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though inferior imitation of Fascism; the Nazis were almost pathe-
tically eager for Italian support; and they were almost indecently
demonstrative in their renunciation of the South Tyrol. With Hitler
in office, it no doubt seemed to Signor Mussolini that his long-
cherished Italo-Gennan combine under Italian leadership would come
now at last within the range of practical politics. The supreme mis-
calculation in this Italian train of reasoning (if we have reconstructed
it aright) was the tacit assumption that Hitler in the saddle would
be the same man as Hitler in the wilderness. The moment Herr Hitler
took office, this misconception was blown to the winds by the 'raging
tearing' National-Socialist Revolution which transformed the Weimar
Republic into a 'totalitarian5 Third Reich with all, and more than
all, the temper and pretensions of pre-war Germany. Signor Mussolini
must have realized his mistake at once, but already it was too late.
In the course of the year 1933, as the Nazi Revolution in Germany
ran its course, a number of unpalatable facts were borne in upon
Italian minds successively. In the first place, it now became clear
that, if Fascist Italy were to yoke herself to Nazi Germany a deux,
it would not be Italy that would set the pace of the adventure or
determine its direction. She would be swept off her feet by her
turbulent yoke-fellow as helplessly as a strutting ram that had yoked
itself to a charging bull; and Italy had no more desire to confer the
hegemony of Europe upon Germany than she had to concede it to
France, since the fundamental policy of Italy, like that of the United
Kingdom, was to prevent any single Power from establishing a
predominance on the Continent. In the second place it became clear
that an Italo-Gennan partnership would have to be d deux if it was
to be entered into at all, since Germany, under the Nazi regime, was
rapidly ridding herself of all her previous friends. Russia, above all,
was sheering off from Germany as fast as she could, and even Italy's
own satellite Hungary might hesitate to follow Italy in keeping such
hazardous company as 'the Third Reich3. In the fourth place it
became clear that, by casting in her lot with Nazi Germany, Italy
would forfeit the goodwill of the English-speaking countries, to whom
Nazi Germany was anathema; and it was one of the cardinal points
of Italian policy to keep on good terms with the British Empire and
the United States—two valuable friends with whom Italy had no
cause to quarrel. In the fifth place, the Nazi persecution of the Jews
aroused the same feelings of disapprobation in Italy as in the other
Western countries. Finally it became clear that one of Herr Hitler's
first objectives—an aspiration which was bound up with his own
personal amour propre—w&s the incorporation of his Austrian home-

